Recreational Travel Quarantine Guidelines
TRAVEL MODE
Driving short distances
with few stops.

Travel on airlines with
precautions and
restrictions in place
such as every other
seat and masking
requirements.

Less Concerning

TRAVEL DESTINATION

Local travel within the
state or to states with
lower risk of spread.

Traveling to single
family home or rental
with plans to stay in
and cook with highly
social distanced
activities (hiking, etc.)

Less Concerning
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Driving long distances
with many stops and
need to dine out.

More Concerning

"We're driving to our family
lake house within Georgia,
cooking at home, hiking and
swimming."

NO QUARANTINE NEEDED

"We're flying to to Colorado
to ski and staying at a resort
there. They have good
precautions in place."

Travel to single family
Travel to stay at a hotel
homes or rentals where
or resort where there
your family will stay with
are many shared
QUARANTINE REQUIRED TO RETURN
others in their pod or
common areas.
Travel to areas with a
family who are also
high level risk of spread
International Travel: Automatic
social distancing.
currently.
Quarantine Required!

Less Concerning

TRAVEL ACTIVITIES

Travel on airlines
without appropriate
precautions and
restrictions in place.

More Concerning
Travel to a hotel in a
remote area with less
COVID spread, eat in
lodging only and
maintain social
distancing.

Travel with plans to
attend large family
events such as
weddings, family
reunions, etc.

Travel to a resort in a
highly touristic area and
plans to engage in
activities that are
crowded (i.e. theme
parks, ski resorts,
sports arenas, etc.)

More Concerning

ABILITY TO SOCIAL DISTANCE
RESTAURANTS VS. ABILITY TO DINE IN HOME OR LODGING
CROWDS/HEAVILY POPULATED
LEVEL OF SPREAD AT DESTINATION

"We are visiting my elderly
parents in Florida. We will
be flying and going to a
sparsely populated beach
only"

NO QUARANTINE NEEDED

